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Who We Are
• A California-based 501-3(c) non-profit founded in 2013
• Experienced scientists and sustainability thought leaders
• Passionate people committed to laboratory sustainability
How We Work
• Collaborate with suppliers, academics and industry groups to
develop and share laboratory sustainability best practices
• Listen to feedback from our partners to drive continuous
improvement
• Innovate new ways to engage the community

CEO and Founder

Rachael Relph, PhD
Chief Sustainability
Officer

Building a culture of sustainability through
science
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My Green Lab Programs
Green Lab
Certification

• Standard for
laboratory
sustainability best
practices
• Certification criteria
developed with input
from suppliers,
researchers,
sustainability, EHS,
and procurement
managers

ACT Label

• World’s first eco-label
for laboratory
products drives
accountability,
consistency and
transparency in
environmental
assessment
• Format enables users
to make more
informed purchasing
decisions

Freezer
Challenge

• International
competition to
encourage cold
storage best
practices
• Hundreds of labs
have participated
• Estimated 8.5 million
kWh of energy
reduced

Center for Energy
Efficient
Laboratories

Green
Chemistry

• Focused projects on
understanding
energy consumption
in labs

• Education on the
selection of less
hazardous, more
benign chemicals

• Used to set energy
efficiency standards
(Energy Star) and to
establish rebate
programs

• Helping scientists
design products or
protocols that aim to
reduce or eliminate the
use or generation of
hazardous substances
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Benefits of Green Lab Certification
Certification helps you:
• Bring awareness to the environmental impacts of
research
• Think about your science through a new lens
• Identify opportunities to reduce waste and minimize
energy and water consumption
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Laboratories Are Resource Intensive Spaces

10x
More energy than
office spaces

4x
More water than
office spaces

12b
Pounds of plastic
waste each year
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Green Lab Certification Topics

Infrastructure
Energy

Plug Load

Fume
Hoods

Large
Equipment

Resource
Management

Green
Chemistry and
Green Biologics

Recycling &
Waste
Reduction

Vivaria

Cold
Storage

Field Work

Water

Travel

Purchasing

Community
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The Certification Process

Assess Baseline

Implement
Changes

• Survey lab members to
understand current
practices

• Labs discuss solutions and
implement behavior
change practices

• Make recommendations
for improvement

• Labs and Green Teams
coordinate additional work

Certification
• Re-assessed lab practices
• Certification level given
• Make recommendations
for further improvement
based on progress

Implement
More Changes

Re-Certification

• Labs adopt additional
policies and best practices

• Re-assessed lab practices

• Green Teams support
further improvement
projects

• Make recommendations
for further improvements

• New certification level
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Getting Your Assessment and Certification Results
Option 1:
Feedback Report
• Comprehensive report with
scores and recommendations
for each question in the
assessment based on the lab’s
responses
• Allows lab members to see how
they scored on all questions and
choose which improvements to
focus on
• Ideal for individual labs wanting
a full set of results or for
organization wanting to manage
their own communication of the
results to the lab
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Getting Your Assessment and Certification Results
Option 2:
Feedback Report PLUS
Summary Presentation
• Comprehensive report with
scores and recommendations
for each question in the
assessment based on the lab’s
responses
• PLUS My Green Lab
Presentation summarizing the
lab’s results and highlighting top
strengths and two or three
recommendations for
improvement in each
certification topic
• Ideal for organizations wanting a
ready-made communication tool
to share the results with the lab
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Green Lab Certification Levels
Green
Platinum
Gold
Silver
Bronze
40% or more of
Green Lab
assessment actions
implemented

50% or more of
Green Lab
assessment actions
implemented

60% or more of
Green Lab
assessment actions
implemented

70% or more of
Green Lab
assessment actions
implemented

80% or more of
Green Lab
assessment actions
implemented
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Building a Successful Program
Ensure certification
survey is aligned with
sustainability goals
Your
Organization

My Green
Lab

Review self-assessment
questions for alignment with
your policies, procedures and
sustainability goals

Create a semi-customized
questionnaire for the
organization

Establish Green Teams
to support sustainability
improvements
Bring together teams with EHS,
facilities, lab personnel,
procurement and others to
support green lab projects

Support Green Team initiatives
with insights on best practices,
industry standards and
innovative ideas to advance lab
sustainability

Maintain
communications

Maintain open communication
with labs and refresh trainings,
posters, etc.

Provide feedback report and
analysis to support
communications at all levels
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Investment
As a non-profit, My Green Lab’s rates are offset by generous donations
from corporate sponsors and private donors. As such, the total cost for
these services to you is substantially reduced. For a detailed cost estimate,
please contact us at info@mygreenlab.org
Individual lab – for a single lab at an organization we do not have a membership

agreement with
• Option 1: feedback report
• Option 2: feedback report + presentation

$175
$350

Organizational membership – for an organization looking to certify more than 3
labs. Combines
• Administration fees (varies by org type and size)
• One-time assessment customization (recommended)
• Results Option 1: Feedback report
• Results Option 2: Feedback report + presentation

$1000-5000/yr
$1000
$175/lab
$350/lab
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Thank You

Questions?
Please contact us at
rachael@mygreenlab.org

www.mygreenlab.or
g
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